ProQuest One Literature

Explore and experience the breadth of literary content like never before

Three million citations and growing

Diverse Primary Texts
500,000 primary texts (poetry, plays, prose) including 1 million pages from underrepresented authors

Video and Audio
1,300 videos and 1,000 audio tracks of performances and author interviews

Reference Works
18,000 encyclopedias, companions, and dictionaries provide background and context

Ebooks
20,000 ebooks provide in-depth critical analysis of primary works, and author biographies

Full-Text Journals
1,200 interdisciplinary journals, bulletins, reviews and publications offer contemporary criticism

Historic Criticism
20,000 sources of historic literary criticism cover 17th through 21st century authors

Dissertations
100,000 dissertations offer scholarly output on emerging literary topics with rich reference citations

Book Reviews
50,000 full-text newspaper book reviews support criticism of contemporary literature

Discipline-specific, multi-format experience

Developed in collaboration with faculty, scholars and librarians, ProQuest One Literature is the destination for all aspects of literature research, teaching and learning.

To speak with a Sales Representative contact us at 1-800-779-0137 or sales@proquest.com.